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Abstract.
In this paper, we prove, in two parts, the following claim. Let X be a Banach space and A an arbitrary topological space. Suppose that T: A x X -» X is collectively condensing; then the fixed point set S(\,y) has closed graph if and only if T is continuous in both X and y.
Zvi Artstein [1] proved Theorem 0. Suppose X is a Banach space and A a metric space. Let T: A X X -> X be collectively condensing, i.e., for every BEX, The following are our main theorems.
Theorem
1. Let X be a Banach space, and A a topological space. Let T: A X X -* X be collectively condensing. Suppose that S is upper-semicontinuous; then T is continuous in X and x.
Proof. We will denote F(A, •) by 7^. Let (Aa,xJ be a net in A x X converging to (A0,x0). We will show that there exists a subnet (7^ xa ) converging to (7^x0). Let rn = 1/2", n = 1, 2,-Let Sj = {xj ||xa -x0|| < r,}. We claim 5X is a subnet of (xa). Indeed, a routine argument shows that the set Ax = {a|xa G 5X] is a directed set, cofinal with the given directed set. Consequently, {(Aa,xa)|a G Ax) is a subnet, whereas 9", and {7^ xa\a G Ax) are subnets of (xa) and (7^xa), respectively.
Let xa, xß G 5X. Then ||xa -x^H < ||xa -x0|| + Hx^ -x0|| < 2rx. Hence, diam(?T,) < 2rx. By collective condensingness, x({TXa(xa)\a G Ax}) < x(5x) < 2/j. Let dx = x({TXa(xa)\a G Ax}). Choose e, > 0°so that dx + e, < 2/|. Then, there exists a finite cover: Sx , S2, ..., Sk,x\ of S, = {TXa(xa)\ a G Ax). We claim that there is a set Sj, 1 < j < k(\), which contains a subnet of S,. The following is the proof of this claim. Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space, and A a topological space. Let T: A X X -> X be continuous. For each (X,y) E A X A", let S(X,y) = [x E X\x = T(X,x) + y). Then S has closed graph.
Proof. Let (Xa,ya) be a net converging to (X0,y0). For each a let xa E S(Xa,ya), i.e., xa = T(Xa,xa) + ya. We will show that if x is a cluster point of (xa), then x E S(X0,y0). Let (XaJ be a subnet of (xa) converging to x.
Then, clearly, (XaJ -> X0, (yaJ ^"y0. Hence, (T(XUu,xaJ) = (xaa-yaJ -* x -yQ. By continuity, (T(X ,xa )) -> T(Xq,x). By Hausdorff property, T(Xq,x) = x -y0, i.e., x = T(Xq,x) + y0, or x E S(XQ,y0). Hence, S has closed graph.
